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Abstract—In this work, we focus on a specific practical
constraint on sequential-type decoding algorithms, that is, finite
stack size. Under such a practical constraint, the path deletion
policy that is required when the stack exceeds its upper limit
becomes essential in performance and decoding complexity. We
then examined several path deletion schemes for sequential-type
decoding algorithms that can produce decoding outputs in an
on-the-fly fashion. Our result indicates that path deletion based
on Fano metric in most cases can achieve better performance
when the memory saving is critical in system design.
In case the decoding process is allowed to start after the
reception of the entire received word, we proposed an alternative
path deletion scheme based on a two-pass decoding structure,
in which the backward pass estimates the heuristic function
in terms of the M -algorithm for use of the forward decoding
search. As the M -algorithm can be hardware-implemented, only
the computational complexity of the forward pass is accounted.
Simulation results show that the computational complexity of
the forward pass not only outperforms the stack algorithm with
Fano metric but is smaller than that of the two-pass super-code
decoder proposed in [9].

I. I NTRODUCTION
The most well-known sequential-type decoding algorithm is
perhaps the stack algorithm with Fano metric [3][5][11]. This
algorithm, although suboptimal in performance, is efficient in
computational complexity at medium-to-high signal-to-noise
ratios (SNRs). In 2002, another metric for the sequential-type
decoding algorithm was derived [4]. It has been proved that
adopting the new metric in place of the Fano metric in the
sequential decoding search guarantees maximum-likelihood
(ML) performance.
A common problem of sequential-type decoding algorithms
is that the memory consumption grows with the length of
information sequence. In 2007, Shieh, Chen and Han proposed
a method, named early elimination, to alleviate this problem
[8].
In this work, we attack the same problem from different
aspect. We presume that the memory of the system has an
upper limit. Therefore, some paths need to be deleted when the
stack is full. Several path deletion schemes are subsequently
proposed and examined.
II. P RELIMINARIES
Consider a binary (n, k, m) convolutional code C with finite
input information sequence of k × L bits, followed by k × m

zeros to clear the encoder memory. Denote a codeword of
C by v  (v0 , v1 , . . . , vN −1 ), where each vi ∈ {0, 1} and
N  n(L + m). Assume that v is transmitted over a binaryinput time-discrete memoryless channel with channel output
r  (r0 , r1 , . . . , rN −1 ). By denoting Pr(rj |vj ) the channel
transition probability of r j given vj , we define the harddecision sequence y  (y 0 , y1 , . . . , yN −1 ) corresponding to
r as

1, if φj < 0;
yj 
0, otherwise,
where φj  log[Pr(rj |vj = 0)/ Pr(rj |vj = 1)] is the loglikelihood ratio.
It can then be derived [4] that the ML decoding output v̂
with respect to the received vector r satisfies
v̂ = y ⊕ e∗ ,

(1)

∗
where
the smallest
N −1 e is the binary error pattern with N
e
|φ
|
among
all
patterns
in
{0,
1}
satisfying
j j
j=0
eHT = yHT , and H is the parity check matrix of the
equivalent (N, kL) block code of C. Here, “⊕” is the bitwise exclusive-OR operation, and superscript “T ” denotes the
matrix transpose operation. Based on (1), the authors in [4]
proved that the sequential search can be made ML if the Fano
metric [3] in the conventional sequential decoding algorithm
is replaced by a metric defined as
 n−1

(2)
ν z (n−1)  j=0 ν(zj ),

where z (n−1)  (z0 , z1 , . . . , zn−1 ) ∈ {0, 1}n is the label
of a path ending at level  in the convolutional code tree or
trellis, and the bit metric is given by
ν(zj )  (yj ⊕ zj )|φj |.

(3)

Note that (3) was proposed to replace the bit Fano metric
defined by ν̃(z j )  log2 [Pr(rj |zj )/ Pr(rj )] − (k/n). Both ν
and ν̃ will be used in the following sections.
Next, we introduce two basic sequential-type search algorithms, named Algorithms A and A*, which most of the
sequential-type decoding algorithms are designed based upon.
Algorithms A is a sequential-type graph search algorithm that
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separates the decoding metric μ(x  ) associated with node x
at level  into two portions:
μ(x ) = g(x ) + h(x ),

idea by adding a finite stack size assumption. We refer this
scheme as the Level-based path deletion scheme.

(4)

C. Path Deletion Based on Fano Metric
The ML metric-based path deletion scheme introduced in
Section III-A drops the path with the largest path metric when
the stack is full. However, the path metrics that the deletion
scheme is based on only accumulate those branch metrics
that have been traversed thus far, and no prediction on the
future route is performed (which can be seen from the “zero”
heuristic function h = 0). Now if we can delete paths based on
an additional metric that includes future route prediction, the
performance may be improved under a fixed stack-size system
setting.
Based on Massey’s analysis [6], Fano metric can be regarded as an average of the future branch metrics. With this
in mind, Fano metric may be a good candidate to serve as
the metric that the deletion scheme is based on. We refer this
scheme as the Fano metric-based path deletion scheme.

where g(x ) accumulates the cost from the start node to node
x , and h(x ) estimates the remaining cost from node x  to the
terminal node. Function h is often referred to as the heuristic
function.
Algorithm A* is a variation of Algorithm A, which restricts
the selections of heuristic function h ∗ (x ) to
h∗ (x ) ≤ hideal (x ),

(5)

where hideal (x ) is the best cost from node x  to the respective
terminal node. It has been shown that as long as h ∗ satisfies
(5), Algorithm A* guarantees to find the best path. In addition,
for all heuristic functions satisfying (5), the sequential search
using a larger heuristic function will in general expand less
number of nodes, and thereby, has less decoding complexity.
III. PATH D ELETION FOR S EQUENTIAL -T YPE D ECODING
A LGORITHM WITH F INITE S TACK S IZE

D. Path deletion based on M -algorithm-based heuristic estimate

By assuming a finite stack size for sequential-type decoding
algorithms, some paths have to be deleted when the stack
exceeds the upper limit. Therefore, a proper deletion scheme
is essential such that the path that is more unlikely to be
the ML one should be dropped first. We examined four path
deletion schemes in the following. The first three can be
performed in an on-the-fly fashion, while the last one requires
the knowledge of the entire received word r.

When the decoding process is allowed to start after the
reception of the entire received word, a two-pass decoding
algorithm, in which the first pass provides a good heuristic
estimate for use of the second decoding pass, can be applied.
Similar idea has been examined in [9]. Specifically, the
authors in [9] simplified the (n, k, m) convolutional trellis into
a super-code trellis S by properly deleting parity rows of the
equivalent (N, kL) block code. It is termed super-code trellis
because the original code book C becomes a proper subset
of the super-code S. Over the simplified super-code trellis, a
heuristic estimate hS (x ) that satisfies (5) can be identified
through a backward Viterbi search. The decoding complexity
of the forward sequential-type decoding pass, however, is
larger than that of the stack algorithm using Fano metric at
small-to-medium SNRs.
In order to improve the decoding complexity, a second
heuristic-estimate generation scheme was subsequently proposed in the same paper, of which the procedure is analogous
to the backward stage of the well-known BCJR algorithm. In
their design, this second heuristic is actually a function of a
controlled parameter α. By varying the parameter α between
0 and 1, the authors found a trade-off between the decoding
complexity in the forward sequential-type decoding pass and
the performance degradation. As a result, under negligible
performance degradation, a proper selection of α can make the
decoding complexity in the forward pass smaller than the stack
algorithm with Fano metric at all SNRs. Nevertheless, the high
computational complexity of the BCJR-like operations, as well
as the high memory requirement to store the second heuristic
function values, may become a burden for systems with limited
computation power and memory space.
In this work, a new heuristic-estimate generation scheme
in the backward pass is proposed. Different from what have
been proposed in [9], the backward pass is operated on the

A. Path Deletion Based on ML Decoding Metric
It has been shown that taking μ(x  ) = ν(x ) (i.e., g(x ) =
ν(x ) and h(x ) = 0) as a replacement of the Fano metric
using in the typical sequential decoding algorithm guarantees
ML performance [4]. A straightforward path deletion scheme
is thus to drop the one with the largest decoding metric μ
among all paths currently in the stack. We refer this scheme
as the ML metric-based path deletion scheme since the metric
μ = ν secures ML performance.
B. Path Deletion Based on Path Levels
In 2007, the authors in [8] proposed a computational
complexity reduction method for their previously proposed
sequential-type decoding algorithm [4]. Specifically, their
scheme drops the paths of which the levels are smaller than
the largest level max , being reached thus far by the sequential
search, minus a level threshold Δ. The intuition behind their
scheme is that the path with the smallest level among all paths
currently in the stack is anticipated to accumulate a large ML
metric after reaching the explored level  max (since the ML
path metric ν is non-decreasing along the path it traverses).
Hence, we may for convenience simply delete the path with
the smallest level when the stack exceeds its limit. Notably,
the authors in [8] do not assume a finite stack size in their
analysis and simulation, but apply their method to reduce the
computational complexity. In this work, we re-examine their
758

the stack size exceeds its maximum limit, eliminate
the path
1) (Sections III-A and III-D with μ(x  ) = ν(x )
and μ(x ) = ν(x ) + h , respectively) whose
metric μ is the largest,
2) (Section III-B) or whose ending level is the
smallest,
3) (Section III-C) or whose Fano metric is the
largest,
until the stack size ≤ maximum limit.
Step 4. If the top path in the stack ends at a terminal node
in the code tree, the algorithm stops; otherwise go
to Step 2.

original convolutional trellis rather than on a simplified supercode trellis. Also, our heuristic function value is the same
at each level, which greatly reduce the memory requirement
to store it. The specific generation procedure as well as the
concept behind it is described below.
Initially, we set the heuristic function value of the single
terminal node on the backward code tree to be h L+m = 0.
We then execute the M -algorithm from the terminal node at
level L + m back to the start node at level 0 by accumulating
the branch metrics calculated according to (2), and keep the
smallest M path metrics at each level. The heuristic function
h is set as the minimum value among the M survivor path
metrics at level . After obtaining the heuristic function, the
forward pass performs the usual stack algorithm with metric
μ(x ) defined in (4), where g(x  ) = ν(x ) is the accumulated
metric from the start node to node x  given in (2), and h(x  ) =
h is obtained from the previous backward pass.
For a better understanding, an example of the backward
pass is demonstrated in Fig. 1 for which the heuristic function
values resulted are listed in Table I.
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Fig. 1. M -algorithm based heuristic function generation for (2, 1, 3)
convolutional code of length N = n(L + m) = 2(5 + 3) = 16. The
ML code word path is marked in red.
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Fig. 2. Word error rate (WER) of path deletion schemes for (2,1,8)
convolutional code with generator polynomial [457,755]. The stack
size limit is 26 , and the information sequence length L = 100.

TABLE I
T HE HEURISTIC FUNCTION VALUES RESULTED FROM F IG . 1
Level 
0
h (M = 2) 4.6
h (M = 2L ) 1.0

1

8
0.0
0.0

It should be noted that our heuristic function may not
satisfy (5) when M is small. However, it will be shown
later in simulations that a moderate M such as M = 64
suffices to achieve near optimal performance. We summarize
the decoding procedure as follows:
Step 1. Load the stack with the path consisting of the single
start node x0 , whose metric equals μ(x 0 ). Set  = 0.
Step 2. Extend the successors of the top path in the stack.
Recursively compute the path metrics of the successors according to (4). Delete the top path from the
stack.
Step 3. Insert the successors into the stack and reorder the
stack according to ascending path metric values μ. If
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Fig. 6. Average metric computations per information bit correspond-

ing to Fig. 5.

stack size is limited to a small number 2 6 . In comparison with
the Fano metric delete by Fano metric, Fano metric-based path
deletion scheme is still 0.2 dB superior in WER performance.
On the other hand, Fig. 3 shows that the computational
complexity of the Fano metric-based path deletion scheme
is around two times larger than both Fano metric delete by
Fano metric and level-based path deletion scheme. This leads
to a tradeoff between error rate and computational complexity
among these schemes. As the stack size is enlarged to 2 8 ,
Fig. 4 indicates that near optimal performance can be achieved
by all schemes except ML metric-based path deletion scheme.
We conclude that Fano metric-based path deletion scheme can
achieve better performance when the memory saving is critical
in system design.
Next, we turn to the two-pass sequential-type decoding. We
first observe from Fig. 5 that the performance degradation of
the proposed two-pass decoding algorithm from ML decoding
can be made negligible by setting M = 64. Even for M = 32
and M = 16, the performance degradations are still less than
0.1 dB and 0.3 dB, respectively. The performances for the
low-complexity suboptimal decoding algorithm proposed in
[9] respectively using 16- and 32-state super-codes are also
illustrated. As suggested in Table I in [9], the parameters α
are set as 0.94 and 0.9 for 16- and 32-state super-codes, respectively.1 The figure indicates that the performance degradations
of the algorithm given in [9] can also be made less than 0.1
dB with the properly chosen α.
The decoding complexity of the two-pass sequential-type
decoding is illustrated in Fig. 6. Since the routine work in the
backward pass can be hardware-implemented [2][10], only the
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Fig. 4. Word error rate (WER) of path deletion schemes for (2,1,8)
convolutional code with generator polynomial [457,755]. The stack
size limit is 28 , and the information sequence length L = 100.
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Word error rates (WERs) of (2,1,8) convolutional code with
information length L = 2048 for stack algorithm with Fano metric
and the proposed two-pass decoding algorithm with different M .
Also shown are those of the low-complexity suboptimal decoding
algorithm in [9].

Fig. 5.

IV. S IMULATION R ESULTS
In this section, we examine the path deletion schemes proposed in Section III. For comparison, the sequential decoding
algorithm using Fano metric as both the decoding metric and
deletion metric is also examined. This scheme is referred to
as Fano metric delete by Fano metric in the figure legend.
Figures 2 and 4 show that the Fano metric-based path
deletion scheme is the best in error performance when the stack
size is upper-bounded respectively by 2 6 and 28 . More specifically, we observe from Fig. 2 that the word error rate (WER)
of the Fano metric-based path deletion scheme performs 0.5
dB better than the level-based path deletion scheme when the

1 It should be noted that in the forward pass, the algorithm in [9] extends
only one code bit in each iteration, instead of two code bits (i.e., one tree
branch for half-rate codes) per iteration as our proposed algorithm does. Since
it requires two code bits to identify a branch over the tree of half-rate codes,
we will thus count two code-bit extensions on the same branch as one branch
metric computation in Fig. 6.
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computational complexity in the forward pass is shown in this
figure. Similar assumption was also made in [9]. We observe
from Fig. 6 that the decoding complexity of the proposed twopass algorithm is much less than that of the stack algorithm
with Fano metric. In particular, the decoding complexity of
our algorithm remains small at low SNR whereas that of
the stack algorithm with Fano metric becomes unbounded. In
comparison with the low-complexity suboptimal decoding algorithm using 32-state super-code in [9], the average decoding
complexity of our algorithm (M = 32) is about 2/3 times
lower at Eb /N0 = 1.5 dB.
One of the merits of operating on the original convolutional
code tree in heuristic estimate is that by means of the error
detection coding technique, one can readily examine whether
the M -algorithm decoding output from the backward pass is a
reliable output or not. In case a reliable output has already been
generated by the backward pass, no forward decoding pass is
necessary. Figure 6 then shows that the decoding complexity is
further reduced, e.g., from 2.54 down to 0.54 per information
bit at Eb /N0 = 2.5 dB, provided that perfect error detection
scheme is employed.
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V. C ONCLUSION
In this work, subject to the practical consideration of
finite stack size, we examined three “on-the-fly” path deletion
schemes for use of sequential-type decoding algorithm. Our
results suggest that the path deletion scheme based on Fano
metric gives the best performance. Considering the case in
which the decoding process launches after the reception of
entire received vector, we proposed an alternative heuristics
estimation method based on a two-pass decoding structure. It
has been empirically shown that the computational complexity
of the forward pass not only considerably improves over the
stack algorithm with Fano metric, but is smaller than that of
the two-pass super-code decoder proposed in [9].
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